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What kind of animal is causing the 
damage?

Is the damage seasonal or year 
round?

Will the control program impact 
other species or the environment?



Nuisance Wildlife Control Options

Population reduction

Habitat modification

Exclusion

Repellents

Frightening Devices

Integrate multiple strategies !!!!



Population Reduction
Step one = permit

Department of Natural Resources in 
your state

Wildlife Protected by:

State Wildlife Code

Federal Migratory Bird 
Treaty Act



Population Reduction

Options:

*Seasonal Hunting

*Trapping

Live traps

Lethal

*Toxicants

Limited Use



Population Reduction – Live Trapping

May be necessary for “problem animals”

Problems with this strategy:

* Short-term fix  

* Carrying Capacity

Amount of Food, Water, Shelter = 
number of animals area can support

* Release of live captured animals

* Very Expensive



Population Reduction –

Reduce total population

Reducing the population will reduce the 
effort required to control nuisance damage

Accomplished through recreational hunting 
and trapping. 



Principles of Habitat Modification

Goal: Modify the amount Food, Water, or 
Shelter

Examples:

* Remove pruned branches/brush piles

* Mow tall grass or brushy areas



Fencing - protection

* Individual plants

* Planting areas

Exclusion



Repellents 

* Must be registered for use on species

* Regulated as a pesticide

Types

* Taste repellents

* Olfactory - Area

* Tactile - birds



Repellents: Positives and negatives

Pros:* Can offer protection during periods of 
plant dormancy, or when damage needs to be 
limited during fruit set, ie sweet corn pollination.

Cons:* Can be an expensive technique if year-
round use is necessary

* Many products don’t weather very well

* Most products can not be applied to fruit 
and vegetable crops   



Frightening Devices

*Visual

*Sound

Frightening techniques have limited success

Effectiveness increases with:

* Variation of strategies

* Persistence with tactics



Voles

Prairie vole

Meadow vole

Pine or Woodland vole
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Damage ID

Irregular gnaw marks combined 
with tunnels and feces signs 
distinguish from rabbit damage



Prairie and meadow voles
Tail is 2 times longer than the hind leg
Runways are on the soil surface
Damage is seen above the ground on tree 
trunk

Pine voles
Tail is as long as the hind leg
Runways are usually underground
Damage is below ground as bark removed 
from roots and base of trunk



Monitor the vole population - Apple Sign 
Test

30 monitoring stations per acre
3 rows of trees in orchard identified for test
10 stations per row , 30-40 feet apart

Shingles can be used but must be arched to allow 
voles to move under the shingle

5 days after placement, place ½ inch cube of 
apple under shingle

Check apple slice 24 hours later



Percent of apple slices with chewing 
evidence can give an estimate of potential 
damage

Monitoring stations help identify locations 
where vole damage is more likely

Conduct the test in the fall and spring and 
21 to 30 days after rodenticide application



Rodenticide application

Zinc phosphide can be broadcast applied 
into vegetated area, or used in a bait 
station within an orchard, but not on a 
continual basis as bait shyness may develop

Chlorophacinone can be used in a bait 
station over the winter to reduce the risk 
of re-infestation

Read and follow pesticide labels



Non-chemical practices

Mow between the rows and trees within 
orchards on a regular basis, especially early fall

Herbicide strip or circle around fruit trees out 
to the drip line

Maintain a “clean” buffer around the orchard or 
crop field to limit movement of voles from 
adjacent habitat

Construct predator (hawk and owl) perches on 
the farm. 10 to 15 foot pole with “T” top



Deer mouse
White-footed mouse

Deer mouse is a prairie resident

White-footed mouse is a forest resident 
and abundant throughout Illinois



Thirteen-lined ground squirrel
Chipmunk

Ground Squirrels
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Eastern gray squirrel

Eastern fox squirrel

Southern flying squirrel

Tree Squirrels



Squirrel Control Techniques

Exclusion:

Chicken wire over flower or garden areas

Prune branches back 10 feet from house

Electric fence outrigger on woven wire fence

Taste repellents

Capsaicin -bird feeders, ornamental plants

Ro-pel - wooden structures

Trapping of “problem” individuals



Eastern Mole

Shrew Mole
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Mole surface runway 
opened to show 2” tunnel



Traps for mole control

A. Scissors trap

B. Harpoon trap

C. Choker loop



Trap placement

Trapping requires persistence

Traps should be moved frequently



Biology:  

Short life span = 12-15 months

Ave. = 4 to 6 months   

3 - 6 litters per year

Eastern Cottontail Rabbit Photo Credits: Dallas 
Virchow

Home range = 10 acres



Rabbits prefer “edge” habitat

• Combination of grass and forbs
• Dense brushy areas
• Shrubby areas for escape cover and 

winter browse
• Will eat annual agriculture crops

Does this describe your farm?
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Exclusion from trees:

* Wire mesh 1 inch or less

* Individually protect trees less than 6 
years old with wire mesh tree guard at 
least 1.5 feet tall

Photo Credits: Dallas Virchow
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Repellents:

Products containing the 
fungicide Thiram, use 
limited to ornamentals

Photo Credits: Dallas Virchow



Habitat Modification

Remove tall grass areas or keep away from 
tree plantings, orchards and vegetable 
crop fields.

Pick up and remove drops in the orchard, 
mow grass short between rows, remove 
vegetation in the row, eliminate 
connections to adjacent woodlands, 
pastures, and “old field” sites



Trapping: Need permit to trap!!!!!

Removal of problem animals in the winter can 
be effective in reducing urban populations.

Hunting:

Rabbits are an Upland Game species in Illinois, 
with an annual hunting season Nov.- Jan.,    
an IL hunting license is required.

Removal of rabbits through trapping and 
hunting may reduce the current population, but 
may not reduce it the next season.

Population reduction



Raccoons

Very common and 
adaptable mammal 
in Illinois



Exclusion

Electric fencing can be used for exclusion

One wire 6 inches off the ground or a double 
wire with the second wire 6 inches above the 
first.

Fence chargers can be put on timers to turn on 
at dusk and off at sunrise

Fencing should be installed and charged prior to 
anticipated damage on sweet corn and melons



Electric fencing can be used 

to exclude raccoons and 
other mammals in areas 
where permanent structural 
changes can not be made.

Inspect buildings and make repairs prior to 
problems.  Do not leave feed sources 
outside and close doors and windows prior 
to sunset.



Damage to buildings from raccoons 



Frightening:

Not effective for long periods 
of time to reduce damage 

No toxicants, repellents or fumigants are 
registered for use to manage raccoons
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Skunk removal from 
window well or basement

Skunks can be trapped using 
a covered trap to reduce 
the chance of spray

Photo Credits: Edward D. Kellems

Striped skunk



Skunk Odor Removal:

¼ cup of baking soda

1 teaspoon of dish detergent

One quart of 3% hydrogen peroxide

Stir gently so as to not raise a lot of foam

(Courtesy Dr. Hoffman, Prof of   Chemistry) 



Groundhog/Woodchuck

Small home range: 50 to 150 feet



Control methods:

Trapping

Fencing: Woven wire/electric combination

Gas cartridge in burrow - CAUTION
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* Remove pet food at night

* Tight fitting lids on trash cans

* Trap problem individuals

Opossum



Wildlife Damage Management Resources

* Living With Wildlife in Illinois, U of I 
Extension

http://web.extension.uiuc.edu/wildlife/

* Living With White-tailed Deer in Illinois,                        
U of I Extension

http://web.extension.illinois.edu/deer/

* The Internet Center for Wildlife Damage 
Management, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

http://icwdm.org/



Information sources referenced:

Prevention and Control of Wildlife Damage, 
Cooperative Extension, University of Nebraska
http://icwdm.org/

“Living With Wildlife in Illinois” website, 
University of Illinois Extension
http://web.extension.uiuc.edu/wildlife/
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